Due to the broad spectrum of individual functionalities, current hospital information systems in most cases do not offer quick information access or proper assistance in information assessment. This results in extensive use of raw value representations and the need to process and evaluate those cognitively through the physician. This can result in an error-prone and ineffective process, especially in complex and chronic treatment scenarios. With an example scenario of laboratory value assessment in head and neck oncology, we have evaluated the requirements for extensive support of case interpretation through the conduction of a Delphi study including five medical experts with different levels of expertise. Based on the results, we propose a solution with integrated HL7 FHIR compliant clinical decision-support functionality through a set of integrated rules from relevant clinical practice guidelines. Furthermore, we introduce the implementation of a dedicated application that allows for the definition of custom laboratory value evaluation rules to enable automated and patientindividual value interpretation.
Background and Significance
The landscape of clinical IT systems is characterized by a diverse set of specialized applications. Apart from embedded hardware-or domain-specific solutions, that are tailored for one specific use-case, hospital information systems (HIS) that manage a patient's Electronic Medical Record (EMR) comprise a much broader feature-set and aim to support various aspects of the clinical routine. While common HIS offer integrated viewers for laboratory findings, they often only present raw numeric values with limited assistance features (e.g. basic color-coding or simple deviation indicators from the reference ranges). However, those features are tied to individual measures and do not take into account overarching patient characteristics like disease types or medication that might naturally impact the extent of a certain value. Thus, each report needs to be processed and evaluated cognitively by the respective user, which can be error-prone and ineffective [1] .
Clinical use-case
In the case of long-term treatment strategies, e.g. radiochemotherapies in oncology, the allocation of scheduled doses needs to be assessed before every treatment session. During this procedure, the patient's health status and therapytolerance are evaluated through a set of laboratory measures. Due to extensive collection of data in chronic disease management, relevant information from the patient's EMR can easily become hard to assess for the physician, which introduces problems related to patient safety (e.g. oversights)
[2].
Utilization of health information technologies
Brailer et al. have defined health information technologies (HIT) as "the application of information processing involving both computer hardware and software that deals with the storage, retrieval, sharing, and use of health care information, data, and knowledge for communication and decision making" [6] . Thus, systems utilizing HIT aim to provide assistance through the processing of available data to enable automated assessment based on formalized medical knowledge. For the presented use-case, such support might be provided by visualization. The display of laboratory findings through different types of graphical representations has been the subject of several research studies. However, their assessment by the user remains a subjective task that heavily relies upon individual taste [3] and the extent of the presented case [4] . Thus, no final statement about an optimal representation format can be made. Another way to provide assistance in laboratory value assessment is clinical decision-support (CDS), which utilizes formalized clinical knowledge to automatically evaluate the incoming data [7] . This approach has already shown significant improvements in a variety of clinical applications [8, 9] as well as in laboratory medicine [10] . The fact, that CDS requires the presence of prior knowledge about the respective use-case to make automatic assessments emphasizes the process of knowledge integration, since the significance of the CDS functionality is correlated to the quality of the present knowledge-base [11] .
Objective
To enable efficient support in the assessment of laboratory findings, we propose a novel solution that supports automatic value interpretation based on clinical practice guidelines (CPG) combined with the integration of individual evaluation rules through a dedicated editor. In this way, we aim to provide extensive support for monitoring and risk estimation during long-term treatment procedures while preventing confounding factors such as over-alerting. Although our method is not limited to a certain medical domain and can be adapted to a series of use-cases, we will demonstrate our approach in the context of head and neck oncology.
Material and Methods
To ensure that our objective aligns with the needs of physicians in the relevant departments, we have conducted a Delphi study to determine the requirements for a novel take on laboratory order assessment and to reveal the flaws of current systems. The mixed group of participants consisted of experts from the fields of medical-, radiological-and head and neck oncology at the University Hospital Leipzig, each with different levels of professional expertise (see Table 1 ). During each interview, we provided a short presentation of our objective to determine its significance for the clinical routine. The presentation was then followed by an extensive feedback cycle that invited the participants to provide a review of the proposal as well as the intended functionality.
Beginning with the second participant, the received feedback from the preceding interviews was also presented to reveal the current state including all complaints and useful extensions. After the five interviews had been conducted, we provided the gathered feedback to each participant to ensure an overall consensus among all contributors.
To satisfy the requirements of our use-case, we consulted the Department of Radiooncology at the University of Leipzig Medical Center to obtain the current status-quo of data retrieval for patients undergoing cancer treatment in head and neck oncology. This resulted in a series of relevant information entities which served as the baseline of our system design (see Table 2 ). While some entities require the assessment of external departments (e.g. ECG, Audiogram) and thus need to be considered as categorial values (e.g. good or bad, yes or no), the laboratory values are represented as plain numbers and are raised periodically throughout the treatment process.
To integrate an initial point for the automatic value evaluation, we've defined a set of classification rules for the list of values based on relevant CPGs. In our case, we've considered the American Board of Internal Medicine (ABIM) reference ranges on laboratory results as well as the Common Terminology Criteria for Adverse Events (CTCAE) in version 5.0 for risk classification.
Results
While the overall concept and functionality of the system was considered as suitable for the assessment of laboratory findings, the Delphi study revealed substantial aspects that derived from use-case specific requirements. Firstly, the system had to feature a visual prioritization of pathologic values to enhance focus and increase efficiency in reading the laboratory reports. Those visual accentuations should also include warnings to directly capture the user's attention. Secondly, deviations from the reference ranges of the laboratory values should feature another layer of visual distinction that is based on their significance for the case. Thirdly, the progression of a value over time should be emphasized, e.g. to reveal treatment responses.
While the integration of visual distinctions and the focus on value progression are rather simple technical problems that can be addressed through design-related considerations (e.g. color-coding and chart visualizations), the provision of case-specific value assessments and individual warnings require more sophisticated CDS mechanisms combined with formal logical expressions. Since the correct interpretation of certain values in oncologic treatment is a multi-dimensional problem, it requires the consideration of various patient characteristics simultaneously. While some automatic detections can be derived from the integration of CPGs, those rather universal and value-specific considerations facilitate the risk of over-alerting or missing out on critical conditions based on multi-value assessments.
Since the possible value combinations needed for proper therapy risk estimation are extensive, we have developed a custom application that enables the intuitive construction of custom CDS rules for warnings beyond the initially integrated CPGs. This allows for an adaptation of automatic value assessment for the respective case based on individual policies within the clinical department.
The application features two dedicated components and is built on top of the HL7 FHIR specification for CDS services. This allows for the implementation of custom value evaluation rules integrating a FHIR server for patient data retrieval and CDS response handling [12] . First off, the editor component enables the physician to construct conditional blocks that can be combined through logical operators to form evaluation rules based on the available patient data (Figure 1 ). Those rules are then stored within a dedicated json file.
A dashboard component handles the visualization of the laboratory findings in the form of an extended digital report ( Figure 2 ). The component comprises three distinct sections: a patient inspector featuring relevant information entities from a patient's EMR, an alert window for the chronological display of patient-specific warnings, and a dedicated container for overall value representation, either based on distinct values or value progression through an optional linechart visualization. When a patient case is invoked through the dashboard, the FHIR "patient-view" hook triggers our CDS service and is utilizing the previously stored custom rule definitions as well as the previously integrated CPGs. FHIR resources for the patient-specific conditions and laboratory measures are inserted through the "pre-fetchtemplate" parameter. After matching each value with the present evaluation rules, the responses are then returned as FHIR "cards" which contain the results of the interpretation for frontend display, e.g. the evaluation of value significance or the respective CTCAE risk classification. The dashboard integrates the Vue.js JavaScript framework to handle dynamic rendering of the user interface (UI). This allows for an integration of rendering conditions for every UI entity, which enables us to provide value-specific color-coding and alert handling during runtime. Furthermore, the UI automatically appends a dedicated icon to each value that has been evaluated by the CDS service. This allows the physician to easily distinguish if an assessment is based on default reference ranges or custom rules.
Outlook and Discussion
While the conducted Delphi study ensured a consensus-based structural and functional baseline for the project, the limited number of participants might not represent a holistic view on all possible use-cases and scenarios. Thus, the benefits of the system need to be evaluated in a prospective study related to the usability or efficiency of the actual application. Assistance systems or clinical decision support systems (CDSS) in general are an important addition to safe decisionmaking and personalized medicine. However, their calculations and presentations must be based on EMRs. Using these systems must be associated with little to no additional efforts for the physicians. To be fully integrated into the physicians' workflow, those systems must also connect well with hospital information systems. Relying on web services allows for easy integration. A system approach as proposed by Gaebel et al. might enable standardized access to clinical databases [13] . The system architecture connects different modules with the underlying information system through web services. This modular infrastructure allows for an exchange of individual modules as well as an addition of new application systems for specialized assistance, as proposed in this paper.
